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Facts
Challenge
Speedy design and manuf acturing of customized cycling
equipment made of plastic
and metal.
Solution
Profitable production of durable
bicycle accessories in small
and very small series with EOS
systems.
Results
•	High quality and robust:
mounts pass hardness test
•	Economical: no upfront costs
thanks to tool-less production
•	Speedy: quicker product
development and delivery
•	Cost effective: outsourcing
of manufacturing keeps
investment costs low

Customized bike equipment: The mounts for the navigation systems are made of the EOS plastic material PA 2200
and are available in different colours (Source: RaceWare Direct).

Sporty Business Start-up Exploits
Additive Manufacturing

Customized Equipment For Racing Bikes – Speedy Production
With Low Investment Costs
Martyn Harris has been a keen cyclist since he was 14 and represented Team GB in 2011, when he
Short profile
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Newbury since 2000. 3T has EOS machines which are used to build prototypes and fully functional

for racing bikes made of metal

components from plastic and metal powders, directly from CAD models. But even in his professional

and plastic by using Additive

life Harris’ love of cycling is never far away. In order to combine this passion with his technical

Manufacturing. The company is

knowledge, he founded his company RaceWare Direct in 2012. The company’s product range now

located in Newbury (UK) and

includes customized plastic brackets for mounting instruments onto racing bikes and titanium
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components like chain catchers and handlebar stems.
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positioning of the GPS devices.

the CEO at 3T RPD, was very
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The mounts are vibro finished
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and then, if the end user doesn’t

still is.“

who sent Harris a CAD file

want the raw white of EOS PA2200
nylon material, the parts can
be applied with one of the eight
standard colours or four neon
colours.
Martyn rides for the Banjo Cycles

A Garmin GPS computer attached to a
road drop bar using a RaceWare Direct
mount: The stiff nylon mount is made
in EOS machines and subsequently
painted (Source: RaceWare Direct).
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a six-hour mountain bike endurance challenge using the Garmin
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Results
The variety of Garmin mounts
manufactured means that batch
sizes are small, from 10-off
to the low thousands. It would
not be cost-effective to produce
them by means of injection
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Think the impossible. You can get it.
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